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INTRODUCTION
VGMS Resources on Hand for Giving an Earth Science Presentation
The Ray Meisenheimer Memorial Museum of the Ventura Gem & Mineral Society has been set
up with two purposes specifically in mind:
1) to provide club members with samples of rocks, minerals, and fossils collected in
California and neighboring states (along with directions to the localities) to help guide
club members who wish to travel on a collecting trips and to help them identify materials
they’ve collected on trips, and
2) to provide displays and materials tied to school curricula and to Boy and Girl Scout
badge requirements as an educational resource for our broader community.
This guidebook is intended to help with that second purpose. Here you’ll find easy-to-do
educational activities linked to displays and resources in our museum rooms and storage areas.
Each activity has been tried many times with groups of kids and fine-tuned after each
presentation. And the resources to conduct each activity have been prepared and displayed in
our museum rooms or stockpiled in our storage room. I’ve constructed this manual to assist in
training VGMS museum docents so that we can have several club members with the knowledge
and ability to confidently lead a group of school kids or scouts in educational activities that help
us fulfill our mission as a 501(c)3 nonprofit educational organization—and so that responsibility
for fulfilling that mission doesn’t fall on just one or two sets of shoulders.
We have educational displays in our two museum rooms that illustrate:


dinosaurs—and California dinosaurs, in particular;



local gems, minerals, and fossils of Ventura County and Southern California;



minerals from across the U.S. and from around the world;



“Ice Age California,” with examples of fossil mammals like those found at the Rancho
La Brea tar pits in Los Angeles;



the rock cycle, with examples of igneous, sedimentary, and metamorphic rocks;



mineral identification, showing ways to identify a specific mineral using color, streak,
hardness, luster, crystal shape, and cleavage; and



the lapidary arts, particularly the craft of cutting and polishing cabochons.

In our museum storage room and in cabinets beneath two of our display cases, we have resources
that can be used to illustrate:
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economic uses of minerals, with mineral specimens and examples of how they’ve been
used, such as sulfur and matches; galena (lead) and fishing weights; or lepidolite (a
source of lithium) and batteries; plus, we have posters showing the different minerals that
are used to produce everyday items in the home;



the three rock types;



the California Gold Rush Era; and



different forms of fossilization.

We also have stockpiles of rock, mineral, and fossil specimens (bagged and labeled) and
educational flyers and coloring pages that can be given to teachers and/or students and scouts.
Finally, when giving a presentation, humor always helps, and kids love puns, jokes, and riddles,
so toward the end of this manual I’ve also included a collection of Rockhound jokes you might
draw from when talking to kids (or to adults). I’ve followed this up with a brief glossary of
geological terms used in this manual.
I hope this manual proves useful, and I welcome additional ideas so that we can make this a
living, growing program that adds ever-more helpful and (especially) hands-on activities to
inspire the next generation of Rockhounds!
Jim Brace-Thompson
VGMS Museum & Educational Outreach Chair
December 2012
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A ROCK VS. A MINERAL
Cooking Up Some Granite
Learning Objective:
The goal of this activity is to teach the difference between a mineral and a rock and to
demonstrate that difference using granite and the minerals that make up granite.
Recommended materials:
 Quartz, feldspar, mica, schorl and pegmatite granite. (Available in the museum.)
 Box with a lid. (A file box for storing paperwork works well; one is in the storage room.)
 Mixing bowl and wooden spoon. (Available in the museum.)
 For humorous “special effects” you can also use hot mitts, a kitchen timer with a loud
bell or beep, and a dial that produces a loud cranking noise.
Activity:
As advance prep for this unit, I have a box with a lid. Inside it, I place pegmatite granite from our
museum room. I set the box up on top of one of our display cases where kids can’t see inside it. I
start the lesson by asking the difference between a plant or animal and a mineral: plants and
animals are organic; their bones, teeth, leaves, and wood were formed by living creatures.
Minerals are inorganic; they were formed by physical, chemical reactions from natural elements.
But what’s the difference between a mineral and a rock? Minerals have unique chemical makeups and often form in specific crystal patterns—like quartz, which is made of silicon and oxygen
and which forms 6-sided (hexagonal) pointed crystals. (I hold up a big specimen and pass it
around.) Rocks, on the other hand, tend to be massive and “amorphous.” They don’t have a
specific crystal structure. In fact, they’re made up of bunches of minerals that have grown
together. In other words, minerals are the building blocks—or the ingredients—for rocks.
I compare it to a cake. What do you need to make a cake? Ingredients! I’ll pull out a mixing
bowl and wooden spoon along with specimens of quartz, feldspar, mica, and schorl. I’ll ask
what ingredients we’ll need for our cake. As kids shout out answers, I drop a mineral specimen
into the bowl: Flour! (drop in feldspar) Sugar! (drop in mica) An egg! (ask if you can break
the egg on somebody’s head, tap the volunteer’s head, and drop quartz into the bowl). How
about chocolate chips? (drop in schorl). Have a volunteer stir the ingredients with the wood
spoon, then open the lid to the box (without letting kids see inside) and pour in the ingredients.
Note that the earth is basically like a huge oven; the deeper you go, the more pressure and the
more heat you encounter until it’s so hot that rocks melt. We now need to let the heat of the
earth’s oven melt our ingredients and bake them, then let them cool together.
Note that we’ll need to set the heat for 300—no, 500—no, 1600 degrees! [1600 degree
Fahrenheit is the estimated temperature at the crust/mantle boundary.] I have a dial that makes
loud, clicking sounds each time I crank it to turn up the heat. Ask if anyone has a watch with a
timer. (Or set a kitchen timer with a bell for 30 to 60 seconds.) Then ask if they can set the
timer for, say, 2 million years. Cross your arms, tap your foot, look at your fingernails, until you
note, “Maybe we’re going to need to speed things up a bit.” Do I hear the timer go “Bing?!”
When the kids all yell “Bing?!” (or when your kitchen timer rings) put on hot mitts and pull out
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the specimen of pegmatite granite, pointing out how it’s made up of all the ingredients we added
that are now grown together: the shiny quartz, sparkly mica, dull white feldspar, and black
crystals of schorl.

Minerals

A Rock

Quartz

Feldspar

=

Mica

Pegmatite Granite

Schorl
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THE THREE ROCK TYPES & THE ROCK CYCLE
Leaning objective:
Our goal with this activity is to teach the three primary types of rocks (igneous, sedimentary, and
metamorphic), how each is formed, and how they relate via the “rock cycle.” Learning about
the three rock types and the rock cycle is a requirement for the Boy Scouts Geology badge and is
also part of the school curriculum for earth science studies.
Recommended materials:
Specimens of granite, sand, sandstone, and quartzite are all available in our museum room. We
have a display explaining the distinctions among igneous, sedimentary, and metamorphic rocks
and explaining how they formed and the “rock cycle,” along with specimens of all three rock
types. We also have colorful posters to give teachers showing the rock cycle in action.
Activity:
The rock cycle is a result of plate tectonics. The crust of the earth is divided into a number of
enormous plates that float and travel over the mantle, or the middle layer of the earth. Much of
the earth’s seismic activity (earthquakes, volcanoes, mountain building) occurs at the boundaries
of these plates, where plates collide, slide past one another, or where one overrides another. In
the process, rocks are destroyed, created, and changed in a “rock cycle.”
A good demonstration of the rock cycle starts with a rough piece of granite. Kids can see how
rough it is and you explain how the roughness is from crystals of the different minerals that made
up the granite. It started out as hot, liquid magma far beneath the surface of the earth. As that
hot magma slowly cooled, the minerals quartz, feldspar, mica, and hornblende crystallized
together, forming the igneous rock we call granite. When granite is exposed on the surface of
the earth, it begins to “decompose.” It gets rained on and water seeps between the different
mineral crystals. If that water freezes, it expands and pushes the crystals apart, breaking up the
granite. This is where sand comes from, namely, the quartz grains of the granite. (I’ll usually
pick up a small container of sand and slowly pour it into a bowl.) Those grains get tumbled in
rivers and streams and washed to the sea where they form sandy beaches. When sand gets buried
and compacted, it turns into the sedimentary rock called sandstone. If that sandstone gets
subjected to heat and pressure, it slowly changes into the metamorphic rock called quartzite.
I note how metamorphic rocks often form in areas of mountain-building or in areas where two
parts of the earth’s crust collide and rub against each other, like along our San Andreas fault. We
have a poster showing how the earth is divided into big plates, and you can point out where the
Pacific Plate meets the North American plate here in California along the San Andreas Fault. To
illustrate how two plates rubbing together produced pressure and heat, I’ll ask kids to push their
hands together and to rub really fast. What do they feel? Heat! And when two big parts of the
earth’s crust rub against each other, they can produce heat on a huge scale, and that can partially
melt, re-crystallize, and change—or metamorphose—rocks, changing them into new rocks.
For more on igneous, sedimentary, and metamorphic rocks, see the glossary for definitions of
each and see the following two backgrounder sheets.
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THE THREE ROCK TYPES & THE ROCK CYCLE
On Earth, rocks are constantly moving through a cycle of formation and change through
processes involved with plate tectonics.


Igneous rocks are rocks that cooled and formed from hot, molten magma, either deep
underground (e.g., granite) or extruded onto the planet’s surface (e.g., basalt). Igneous
processes can form volcanoes and mountains, lift land up, and create new land.



Sedimentary rocks, on the other hand, result from processes that wear the earth down.
Gravity, combined with the weathering properties of wind, rain, freezing, and other
processes, disintegrates rocks, breaks them into ever smaller components, and
transports them into valleys and basins as gravel, sand, and mud, where they pile up in
layers and eventually harden into the sedimentary rocks known as conglomerate,
sandstone, and mudstone or shale.



Sometimes, igneous and sedimentary rocks get buried under other rocks and get caught
up in immense forces involved in plate tectonics and mountain building. When this
happens, these rocks get heated and squeezed, and the pressures can change their
structures and transform them into whole new rocks, known as metamorphic rocks.
These include rocks such as gneiss, schist, slate, or marble.

You can use the following rocks that are in our Earth Processes display case to illustrate how
rocks move through this “rock cycle”:

Granite →
igneous

Sand & Sandstone
sedimentary

→

Quartzite
metamorphic

Granite is an igneous rock that hardened and crystallized from molten magma deep beneath
the earth. Point out the bits of crystallized quartz in the granite. When granite weathers, these
quartz crystals get worn down into grains of sand. When deposited in a valley, lakebed, or
ocean, sand can harden into the sedimentary rock called sandstone. If the sandstone is buried
and subjected to heat and pressure, it transforms into the metamorphic rock called quartzite.
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THE ROCK CYCLE
Hard as they may be, rocks do not last forever! Weather, running water, and ice wear them down into sediments:
gravel, silt, and clay. Sediment is compressed and cemented by minerals to create sedimentary rock. If subjected
to heat and/or pressure, sedimentary rock may change its structure, becoming metamorphic rock. If buried
deeply enough, rocks melt, and such molten rock is called magma. As magma cools and crystallizes, it solidifies
into igneous rock. This whole process is referred to as The Rock Cycle.

THE THREE ROCK TYPES
Igneous rocks: rocks cooled and crystallized from hot, molten magma, either on the surface of the earth or deep
below ground. Igneous is derived from the Latin word igneus, meaning "fire." Granite, basalt, rhyolite, obsidian,
and pumice are examples of igneous rocks.
Sedimentary rocks: rocks formed by loose dirt, mud, sand, gravel, or shells that get buried and harden due to
pressure from overlying earth and rocks. Sedimentary rocks start by processes of erosion, creating gravel, sand, or
mud that settles to the bottom of a basin (ocean, lake, or river valley) in layers. These layers eventually harden to
become conglomerate, sandstone, or shale. Sedimentary rocks also include those that precipitate out of water,
either through chemical action or evaporation, such as limestone, gypsum, or halite. Sedimentary is derived from
the Latin word sedimentum, which means "to settle or sink down."
Metamorphic rocks: pre-existing rocks that have been altered by extreme heat and/or pressure to create a rock
with a new form and mineral structure, such as schist, quartzite, gneiss (pronounced "nice"), or marble.
Metamorphic is derived from the Greek word metamorphōsis, which means "to change" or "to transform."
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A VOLCANO IN ACTION
Popping the Top!
Leaning objective:
This activity explains three primary types of volcanoes.
Recommended materials:
 A model volcano made of plaster (available in our museum room). If you have the time,
you can also have kids make their own small volcanoes out of clay.
 Baking soda, dishwashing liquid, red and yellow food coloring, Alka-Selzer (or a similar
fizzing tablet, like denture cleansers), and white vinegar.
 A plastic film canister with a pop-on cap.
 Specimens of volcanic cinders, basalt, and ash (all available in our museum room).
Activity:
There are all sorts of volcanoes sitting atop thin sections of our crust and issuing cinders, lava,
and ash, but three common ones are cinder cones, shield volcanoes, and stratovolcanoes. You
can see dormant cinder cones in the Mojave Desert. When they erupt, it’s like a popcorn popper:
cinders pop out and build up around the crack in the earth at the volcano’s center. We have some
cinders you can pass around to show how they’re light and fluffy—just like popcorn.
Shield volcanoes form from lava flows. Some of the most famous are the Hawaiian Islands.
They formed from flow after flow of lava rising from a “hot spot” that left layer after layer of
basalt and gradually built up the islands from the bottom of the ocean. To illustrate this, put
some baking soda in our plaster volcano along with drops of liquid dishwashing detergent and
food coloring and pour in vinegar. Let it bubble up and flow down the sides of the volcano.
Note that’s how lava flows slowly build a shield volcano. Many years may go by, then there’ll
be another eruption (pour in more vinegar) and another layer of lava (pour in more vinegar).
One layer after another slowly builds up. We have a specimen of basalt you can pass around.
Point out the little holes—or vesicles—in it, like Swiss cheese, that formed from gas in the lava.
Then we have the really cool volcanoes—ones that blow their tops in HUGE explosions—like
Mount Saint Helens did in 1980. These violent volcanoes shoot flames, gas, rocks, and ash into
the sky higher than a jet flies. The ash from Mt. St. Helens blew across several states—from
Washington into Idaho and Montana. It even coated the tops of cars in Alberta, Canada. We
have a little vile of that ash to show kids. And to show how Mt. St. Helens popped its top to
spread that ash, you have to act fast. Break up a couple tablets of Alka-Selzer or a similar
fizzing tablet and drop them into the plastic film canister. Here’s where you have to act fast:
pour in vinegar, snap the cap onto the canister, and place it, cap-up, into the top of the volcano.
The cap will soon fly some 20 feet into the air with a loud, satisfying “Pop!” (Do this outside or
in a room with a high ceiling, and have kids stand back.) Sometimes it takes a while and
sometimes it pops off in your hand. Volcanoes like this form when pressure from magma and
gas build up underground. Mt. St. Helens blew its top when an earthquake caused part of the
mountain to slide away, releasing pressure and allowing the magma to literally pop its top.
Similarly, as vinegar reacts with Alka-Selzer in our canister, gas builds up and blows the lid off
to release the pressure. You can demonstrate the same effect by opening a shaken can of soda.
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THREE TYPES OF VOLCANOES
Cinder Cones are steep, conical hills of volcanic fragments that accumulate around and downwind from
a vent. The rock fragments (cinders or scoria) are glassy and contain gas bubbles “frozen” into place as
magma exploded into the air and cooled quickly. Cinder cones tend to be fairly small for volcanoes,
ranging in size from tens to hundreds of meters tall. They might be compared to popcorn kernels
popping from hot oil and heaping up. You can see examples in California’s Mojave Desert.

Shield Volcanoes have broad, gentle slopes built up by multiple eruptions of fluid basaltic lava. Basalt
lava tends to build enormous, low-angle cones because it flows across the ground easily, layer upon
layer. The largest volcanoes on earth—such as the Mauna Loa volcano on the island of Hawaii—are
shield volcanoes. The name comes from a resemblance to the shape of a warrior’s shield.

Statovolcanoes (or composite volcanoes) are steep and conical, built by eruptions of viscous lava flows,
tephra, and pyroclastic flows. They reach high into the sky and are snowcapped. They typically consist
of many separate vents and some may have cinder cones and domes on their flanks. Constructed over
tens to hundreds of thousands of years, they may erupt a variety of magma types (basalt, andesite,
rhyolite). These volcanoes generate explosive and highly destructive eruptions like Mount Saint Helens
did in Washington state in 1980.
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ERUPTING A VOLCANO MODEL

Materials for crafting and blasting off a clay or plaster volcano model.

Slow lava flows build up the flanks of shield volcanoes layer-by-layer.

Stratovolanoes have violent eruptions that literally pop their tops! You can illustrate this with a film
canister filled with Alka-Selzer and vinegar or with a can of carbonated soda you’ve shaken up.
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MINERAL IDENTIFICATION
The Mohs Scale of Hardness
Leaning objective:
This unit, and our supporting Mineral Identification display, teaches various ways by which we
can identify minerals, including color, crystal shape, luster, cleavage, and hardness. This
particular activity focuses on hardness and introducing the Mohs Scale of Hardness.
Recommended materials:
 Plastic or paper plates (available in our museum room).
 Talc and quartz specimens (available in our museum room).
 Mohs Scale of Hardness chart (see next page).
Activity:
For the Geology Badge, Boy Scouts need to learn about ways to identify minerals, and this
activity helps to fulfill that requirement. In the museum room, we have a full display showing
ways to identify minerals, including color, streak, crystal shape, cleavage, and hardness. I
usually start by asking, “There are literally thousands of different minerals, each with its unique
characteristics. What are some ways you would go about identifying a particular mineral? What
are some characteristics you would look for?”
Two of the most common answers are color and crystal shape, and you can show examples of
those in our display case. Another is hardness. Some minerals, like diamonds, are super-hard—
in fact, diamonds are the hardest of all minerals. Others are very soft. A German scientist
named Friedrich Mohs noticed this difference, and he went about systematically comparing
minerals by their hardness compared to one another. As a result, in 1812 he created what is now
known as the Mohs Scale of Hardness, with mineral hardness ranked from very soft (1) to very
hard (10), with talc being 1 and diamond being 10. (See the full Mohs Scale on the next page.)
We have a display showing the Mohs Scale in our museum room. As a hands-on activity, I give
kids a plastic plate and specimens of talc and quartz. A harder mineral will leave a scratch in a
softer mineral, so I ask them to tell me which of the two specimens is hardest by seeing which
leaves a scratch in the other. (If you want to make it a bit more complicated, you can go with
three minerals and use talc, calcite, and quartz—all available in our museum storage room.)
Talc is the softer of the two and usually, when kids discover this, they start going to town
scratching talc with the quartz crystal, producing a little pile of white talc dust. I’ll often use this
as a transition to talk about economic uses of minerals by asking them to take a pinch of that dust
and to rub it between their fingers. I then pull out a small container of Johnson’s Baby Powder
(talcum powder) and have them compare that to the powder they’ve created, and I note that Baby
Powder was originally marketed under the name of Talcum Powder, a powder created from talc
that was both smooth and absorbent and thus had an economic use. This provides a natural
transition into talking about economics uses of minerals.
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MOHS SCALE OF HARDNESS
Hardness is the resistance of a mineral to scratching. The Mohs Scale is a relative measure of
this property. It compares the hardness of 10 different minerals from softest to hardest, with
talc being the softest (Mohs Scale 1) and diamond being the hardest (Mohs Scale 10). Talc can
be scratched by many different minerals (even by your fingernail), but no other mineral can
scratch a diamond. Ask kids to arrange several sample minerals from softest to hardest by
scratching them against one another to see which is the hardest, which is the softest, and which
is in between. For this, you might use talc, calcite or fluorite, and quartz.

1. Talc

6. Feldspar

2. Gypsum

7. Quartz

3. Calcite

8. Topaz

4. Fluorite

9. Corundum

5. Apatite

10. Diamond
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ECONOMIC USES OF MINERALS
How Many Minerals Does It Take To Make a Pencil?
Leaning objective:
Our goal is to illustrate how much we rely on rock and mineral products in our everyday lives.
Recommended materials:
In the plastic bins in our museum storage room, we have a wide variety of everyday products and
examples of the rocks or minerals that went into producing them.
Activity:
One of the requirements for Boy Scouts working on their Geology badge is to learn the practical
uses of different rocks and minerals. We have bins in the storage area of our museum room, and
you can pick out as few or as many specimens as you have time to go through. We’ve included
minerals along with products made from them. For instance, there’s a specimen of sulfur along
with matches, which contain sulfur in the match heads; this provides a memorable demonstration
because you can engage kids’ sense of smell by striking the match and noting that the resulting
rotten egg smell in the smoke is from sulfur oxidizing as it burns.
I’ll often start this lesson with gold since it’s a mineral that almost everyone is familiar with and
is our official California state mineral. Its discovery in California in 1848 sparked the Fortyniner Gold Rush that led to statehood. We have a tiny gold-in-quartz specimen, and I’ll show it
along with a gold pan and other artifacts like assay cups that we have in our storage bin. I’ll also
point to my gold wedding ring to show how gold is used in jewelry.
But while gold is a flashy mineral we all know about, many other minerals—known as
“economic minerals”—attracted people to California. Some, like gold, have been crafted into
jewelry. These are tough minerals with beautiful color and often a sparkly translucence:





tourmaline
aquamarine
amethyst
jade

Other minerals are processed to be used in different products:




Lepidolite contains the element lithium, often found in batteries.
Borate minerals were hauled out of the desert by the famous “20-mule-team wagons” and
are used to create laundry detergent, fiberglass, and other products.
Halite, or salt crystals that result when lakes dry up in deserts, are used as “rock salt” to
help melt ice on roads and for industrial purposes, and sometimes, to salt and preserve
your food.

A fun demonstration of the importance of mining and minerals is to show how many minerals it
takes to create a simple pencil. I’ll hold up a pencil and ask, “Are any minerals in this?” A lot of
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times, a kid will shout out, “Wood!” That’s a good opportunity to note the difference between a
mineral (an inorganic compound made from elements) and something like wood (an organic
substance from a once-living plant or animal). So while a pencil does include wood, wood
doesn’t count as one of the minerals making up the pencil. Instead, those minerals include:


Graphite. This is commonly called the “lead” in a pencil, but lead is a different
substance made from the mineral galena. When graphite was first discovered, it was used
to mark sheep as they were being counted, and shepherds thought it was lead, and for
whatever reason, it continues to be called the “lead” in a pencil, but actually, it’s carbon,
or the same element that creates diamonds. If you were to put graphite under extreme
heat and pressure, it would turn into a diamond! I’ll usually hold up a blank piece of
paper and draw a squiggly line on it with a pencil and then draw another squiggly line
next to the first using a piece of graphite—or let one of the kids do it.



Kaolinite, or clay. If you were to grind up graphite and put it into the hole in the center
of a pencil, what would happen? It would just pour out, like salt pouring out of a salt
shaker. To make it a hard rod, they mix it with kaolinite, or clay and bake it. The more
clay you add, the harder the “lead” and the lighter and finer the line when you drag it
across paper; the less clay, the softer the “lead” and the thicker the line. On the side of a
pencil, you’ll often see little numbers, like a “number 2” pencil. That number indicates
the hardness of the lead—or the proportion of graphite to kaolinite.



Copper & sphalerite. The metal band attaching the eraser to the pencil is often made of
brass, which is an alloy (a combination) of two metals: copper and zinc. Copper is often
found as nuggets. The zinc comes from the mineral sphalerite. Sometimes, the metal
band is made of aluminum, which is derived from the mineral bauxite.



Pumice. By now kids think we’ve covered it all, but some may ask about the rubber in
the eraser; like the wood, rubber is an organic compound—or at least, it used to be
derived from sap from a rubber tree; now most of it is made synthetically, but it still
wouldn’t be considered a mineral. But most erasers do contain a little bit of rock in the
form of pumice. That adds grit, which makes it possible to scratch away words when you
erase them, just like using sand paper to scratch away rough spots on wood.

So you can see just how important mining and minerals are when it takes as many as five
different minerals just to make a common, everyday pencil!
We have small rolled-up posters that show different rooms in a house and that list the minerals
used to create, for instance, a toilet or a stove. I always give one to any teacher bringing their
students to our museum and I’ll sometimes give these out to the kids, as well, so they can go
around their own home to see what different items are made of.
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HOW MANY MINERALS ARE IN A PENCIL?

A specimen of graphite next to a pencil. What other minerals are in a pencil? See below.

Copper

Pumice

Kaolinite

Sphalerite

Bauxite
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THE FORMS OF FOSSILIZATION
Learning Objective:
This unit defines a fossil and illustrates different forms of fossilization.
What Is a Fossil? Fossils are the preserved remains or evidence of past life. These may be in
the form of actual remains of a plant or animal (such as teeth), carbonized impressions, petrified
bones or wood, or the molds and casts of shells and other body parts. However, they also may be
evidence of an organism’s daily activities, such as burrows, footprints, coprolites (petrified
dung), or insect damage in petrified wood or on carbonized leaves. These latter sorts of fossils
are known as “trace fossils.” We have examples of each of these in our club museum.

Living sea urchin.

Fossilized sea urchin.

Dinosaur footprint.

What Are the Forms of Fossilization? Plants and animals may be preserved in many ways:
Molds and casts. Calcareous shells may dissolve, leaving a cavity in a rock that later fills with
sediment or minerals, forming a mold and cast of the original organism. Only the general shape
and form of the original organism is left.

An opal cast of a clam.

Cast of dinosaur skin.

Mold & cast of scale tree.

Mineralization or petrification. Shell, bone, or wood may be infiltrated or totally replaced by a
mineral that seeps into pores via mineral-laden groundwater. When this happens, scientists can
observe even tiny details of cell structure.

Petrified wood.

Petrified pine cones.

Petrified dinosaur bone.
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Recrystallization. Shells may re-crystallize, leaving original shell material but in a different
mineral form. For instance, many shells contain calcium or aragonite, which changes to calcite
during fossilization.

Brachiopod.

Trilobite.

Clam.

Carbonization. Between layers of finely bedded shale, original organic material may be
compressed and distilled away, leaving only a thin film of carbon on a bedding plane, as often
happens with leaves, fish, and arthropods that fossilize in layers of very fine shale.

Sycamore leaf.

Lobster.

Fish.

Original remains. Sometimes, animal or plant remains may undergo little to no alteration at all.
This is often the case with teeth, which are resistant to decay. Or an animal like an insect may be
captured in sap, which hardens into amber, creating a time capsule preserving the original
organic material. Here in southern California, insects have been preserved in tar from oil seeping
above ground.

Fossil shark tooth, Megalodon.

Insect preserved in amber.
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Insect preserved in tar.

MAKE-A-FOSSIL
An Activity with Clay and Plaster
Leaning objective:
This activity simulates how fossils in the forms of molds and casts are created.
Recommended materials:
● Plaster of Paris
● Jug of water
● Modeling clay
● Vegetable oil
● Paintbrush (1-inch wide)
● Paper cups
● Dowels or sticks

● Small cardboard containers
● Shells, leaves, or fossil molds
● Paper towels
● Masking tape
● Pen or marker
● Drop cloth or newspapers
● (optional) Paints & paint brushes

Activity:
1. This can be a messy procedure, so start by protecting your tabletop or other work surface by
spreading out newspaper or some sort of drop cloth.
2. Place a chunk of modeling clay into the bottom of a small cardboard container (the cut-off
bottoms of individual-serving milk cartons or Pringles potato chip cans work well) and press
into a flat, smooth surface.
3. With your 1-inch wide paintbrush, brush a light coating of vegetable oil across the surface of
the clay. This is to make it easy to remove your fossil model and, later, the plaster cast.
Otherwise, the clay will stick.
4. Select the fossil you wish to make. Use real leaves or seashells or plastic models of fossils.
Such models may be found in museum gift shops.
Ward’s Natural Science
(www.wardsci.com) also sells a set of plastic fossil models. Ones that seem to be most
popular are trilobites, ammonites, and shark teeth. Or, you could use a real fossil!
5. Press the fossil model or seashell into the clay; then remove it to create a mold.
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6. Mix and stir plaster and water in a paper cup with a dowel or stick to the consistency of a
thick milkshake. Pour it into the mold created in the clay. Use the dowel to get all the
plaster out. Then wipe the dowel clean if you’ll be using it again to make more fossil casts.
7. Gently tap the bottom of your container with the clay and plaster several times against the
tabletop to ensure that the plaster completely fills the mold and to remove any air bubbles in
the plaster.
8. It takes about 15 to 20 minutes for the plaster to dry enough to complete this project, and if
there’s a group making fossils, it’s easy to mix up which fossil belongs to whom. Have
everyone write names on small strips of masking tape with pens or markers and affix them to
their fossil containers. Set all containers aside to dry. During this drying period, you may
want to do another activity. After setting everything aside to dry, you might do a tour of the
club Dino Room and show examples of local fossils in our Museum Room, then cap off the
tour by having everyone unveil and share their newly minted fossils.
9. Once the plaster has dried, tear the cardboard container and peal the cardboard away, leaving
a layer of clay attached to a layer of plaster. This gives you a chance to talk about layers of
sediment and to see how fossil-bearing sediments usually (but not always) form in discrete
layers.
10. Peal the clay away, and you’ll find a cool fossil in the slab of plaster.
11. Optional. Paint your fossils! Glossy or flat enamel paints (the kinds used with plastic model
airplanes and cars) work well in shades of black, gray, brown, or beige. Craft stores often
carry textured “sand” paints, so you can paint the surface around the fossil to resemble a real
matrix. I’ve also found a pearly coating at one craft store. I painted it over an ammonite cast
that I had painted a brassy brown. The pearl coating gave a glossy, iridescent sheen just like
real mother-of-pearl. Experiment with different sorts of paints and coatings.
12. Finally, encourage everyone to enjoy their newly minted fossils!
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CALIFORNIA DINOSAURS & THE CALL OF THE HADROSAUR
Leaning objective:
This unit teaches kids about dinosaurs that have been found right here in their home state of
California and what scientists believe one dinosaur may have actually sounded like.
Recommended materials:
The dinosaur and marine reptile fossil casts in our Dino Room, our “California Dino Nook”
display, and our large black U-shaped tube created from PVC pipe.
Activity:
I usually let kids wander around the Dino Room and get “wowed” by our various casts.
Someone always asks if the specimens are real and gets a little disappointed when he learns that
they’re resin casts, but we do have some real bones and dinosaur footprints to bring back some of
the excitement. These are petrified and extremely heavy, so I’ll let kids pick one up and pass it
around to see just how heavy they are. I’ll note that’s one reason museums often have casts on
display: the real things would be too heavy to support since these bones have turned to rock.
Usually, we think of states like Montana, Colorado, Utah, or Wyoming when we think of
dinosaur fossils. We don’t usually think of California. And that’s because, during the Age of
Dinosaurs, most of California was under water. Instead of dinosaurs, we mostly have marine
reptiles, like the mosasaur skull cast we have on display, which have been found in the Central
Valley. Or we had octopus-like mollusks in big round shells called ammonites, like the two on
display. But, in fact, a very few honest-to-goodness dinosaurs have been found here in our state.
I’ll take the kids over to our “California Dino Nook” to point out the localities.
If our state was under the sea at that time, I’ll ask, how do you think these particular landdwelling dinosaurs got here? I give kids time to throw out possibilities before noting that it’s
most likely they died in floods and were washed out to sea. A big armored dinosaur was found
with oysters encrusting its bones down in Carlsbad when they were constructing a new road.
Pieces of a small hypsilophodont were found in large concretions in Shasta County of northern
California. And a young boy discovered nearly an entire hadrosaur skeleton, Saurolophus, in
marine beds of the late Cretaceous Moreno Formation (70 million years old) in Fresno County’s
Panoche Hills. It was similar to the hadrosaur skull hanging on our wall.
Hadrosaurs are also sometimes called duckbilled dinosaurs since they had bills somewhat like a
duck’s and they probably wandered the edges of swamps and nibbled at swamp vegetation like
ducks do today. Many of them also had a fancy crest on their head. I point out the little crest on
the hadrosaur pictured on the three-fold panel of California dinosaurs, and I pick up the little
model we have of a Parasaurolophus and point out its long crest. While the model is small, this
dinosaur was actually huge, and one paleontologist noted that its crest was hollow and U-shaped
and would have been connected to the nasal passage and throat. It was about the size and shape
of our black PVC pipe. That scientist thinks he knows what it was used for: to blast air and to
make a call like a trombone! I’ll ask, “Does anyone want to hear what a dinosaur may have
sounded like?” and as all the kids yell in agreement, I’ll take a deep breath, purse my lips, and
blow into the tube to recreate the call of the hadrosaur, last heard on earth 65 million years ago…
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THE CALL OF THE HADROSAUR

Most hadrosaur dinosaurs sported crests on their skulls. Parasaurolophus, pictured above,
sported a truly long crest. Paleontologists have noted that it’s hollow and forms a U-shaped
passage between the nose and throat, perhaps allowing this particular dinosaur to snort out a
long, low bellow that sounded like the blast from a trombone. You can use PVC pipe fashioned
in a U shape to demonstrate that bellow.
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CALIFORNIA STATE ROCKHOUND SYMBOLS
Learning objective:
This activity introduces the California state rock, mineral, gemstone, and fossil.
Recommended materials:
Examples of serpentine, gold, benitoite, and the saber-tooth cat Smilodon; also, a trilobite fossil.
(All are available in our Museum Room.)
Activity:
California has a ton of state symbols. Some are familiar to nearly all Californians, but almost no
one seems to realize we have a bunch of Rockhound state symbols. I start this unit by waving a
small California state flag and asking if anyone knows what it is. Every state has its own flag,
which serves as a unique symbol for that state.
I’ll then ask, “Does anyone know of any other state symbols for California?” If no answers are
immediately forthcoming, I’ll drop hints like, “Do we have a state flower?” “What’s our state
bird?” “Does anyone know about our state tree?” Many kids, even very young ones, quickly
give the correct answers of California golden poppy, California valley quail, and the redwood.
[As an aside, we have a ton of other symbols: a state reptile (desert tortoise), mammal (the
extinct golden grizzly bear), marine mammal (gray whale), fish (golden trout), marine fish (the
Garibaldi), and insect (dogface butterfly). And this isn’t even the full list, which seems to grow
longer each year. For instance, in 2012 we gained a state marine reptile, the leatherback turtle.]
I explain how different groups propose a symbol, and if enough interest is generated and if the
proposed symbol is truly unique to California, our state legislature and governor vote and sign
them into law as official symbols of California. That’s how we ended up with the following:
Our State Rock: Serpentine. This platy green metamorphic rock shimmers like the scales of a
serpent when the sun glances off it. Found all up and down the Coast Ranges and in the foothills
of the Sierras, it’s one of the most abundant rocks in California. Because it is so common in
California and so distinctive, it was named our state rock.
Our State Mineral: Gold. Gold is what “made” California. The discovery of a gold nugget in
1848 started the Gold Rush that brought tons of “Forty-niner Miners” to California and led to it
becoming a state in the United States. Because of its value and the importance of gold to the
history and economy of California, it was easily named our state mineral.
Our State Gemstone: Benitoite. Almost no one knows about this little gemstone because it’s
one of the rarest minerals on earth—far more rare and valuable than the well-known diamonds,
emeralds, or rubies. In fact, it’s only found in large, gemmy crystals in one place on earth: in a
tiny spot on the San Benito River in San Benito County. Minerals are often named for the
person who first described them or for the locality where they were found, and so this new
mineral, first discovered in 1911, was named Benitoite for San Benito County.
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Our State Fossil: The Saber-tooth Cat. Instead of jumping right into the cat, I often keep our
skull hidden under a cloth and instead hold up a trilobite and ask 1) if anyone knows what a
fossil is and 2) what this specific fossil is. [Answers: 1) evidence of past life, and 2) a trilobite,
which is an extinct crustacean or “water bug” similar to crabs, lobsters, or horseshoe crabs.] I
note that in the 1970s, a rock club much like our own Ventura rock club proposed a 500-millionyear-old trilobite with the scientific name of Fremontia from the Marble Mountains in the
Mojave Desert to be our state fossil, and I’ll ask, “How many of you would vote to have this
water bug be your state fossil?” Usually, quite a few hands go up. “Hold on,” I’ll continue.
“One of our legislators said he didn’t want to be represented by a dead water bug, and he noted
there’s another fossil that’s been found all over California, especially at the La Brea Tar Pits in
Los Angeles.” With that, I’ll unveil the sabert-tooth cat skull. “This is the saber-tooth cat,
which has the scientific name of Smilodon. Let’s hold a new election—one between Free
Monty, the trilobite, and Smiley Don, the saber-tooth cat. How many of you still want Free
Monty.” (Usually, very few hands go up this time.) “And how many for Smiley Don?” Every
single time I hold this election, Smiley Don wins by a landslide, and I’ll note that’s exactly what
happened in our state legislature, which then sent the bill to the desk of a Governor named
Ronald Reagan, who signed it into law in 1973.

Our California state rock (serpentine), fossil (sabertooth cat), mineral (gold), and gemstone (benitoite).
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THE TREASURE CHEST, ROCKHOUND STICKERS/PINS, & THE GOODIE BAG
Leaning objective:
Our objective here is just to have fun! And to leave kids with mementos of their visit to our
museum, including our club flyer for any kids who may want to pester their parents into joining.
Recommended materials:
The VGMS Treasure Chest filled with tumble-polished stones, our small rockhound stickers or
pins, and plastic grocery bags with handouts, activity sheets, club flyers, show flyers, etc.
Activity:
To end a tour or classroom visit, I’ll open our VGMS Treasure Chest and line kids up to pick a
tumble-polished stone each. To make sure things proceed orderly, it helps to have the teacher
take charge of the line while you then stand by the Treasure Chest. Some kids will want to turn
over each and every stone, so sometimes you need to start a countdown—five, four, three, two,
one—for them to make a selection and yield to the next kid in line. Many will also ask for an
identification; most of what’s in the Treasure Chest are agates and jaspers, along with the
occasional tiger eye or more exotic piece, but primarily agates and jaspers. I’ll also often give
each child a Rockhound sticker or pin after they’ve picked their polished stone.

Finally, depending on how many kids are in a group, I sometimes prepare “goodie bags,” plastic
grocery bags filled with specimens of serpentine labeled in 2X3 baggies, a paint-a-fossil plaster
cast, and handouts: coloring book pages of crystals, fossils, or dinosaurs, our club flyer, a flyer
with information on the California state rock symbols, a flyer on the rock cycle, etc. At one
time, I gave kids empty bags when they arrived and handed out specimens and sheets as we
proceeded through different activities, but that eats up a lot of time and can create some turmoil
as kids press forward, so I now generally prepare bags in advance, keep them in a box by the
Treasure Chest, and hand them to kids after they’ve picked their tumbled stone from the chest.
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APPENDIX 1:
ROCKHOUND JOKES
When giving a presentation, humor always helps, and kids love puns, jokes, and riddles.
Following is a collection you might draw from when giving presentations and museum tours.

Rocks & Minerals
Where do minerals sleep? In the bedrock.
Where do sapphires and rubies live after coming out of the ground? In corunduminiums.
What do you call a fake stone in Ireland? A shamrock.
Where do calcite crystals take their naps? In the bedrock.
The more you try to be gneiss, the more you get taken for granite.
Rockinitions:
Quartz: Two pints of rocks.
Zinc: Vere de German geologists vash der tired feet after a long rock hunt.
Apatite: What you get on a long rock hunt.
Faceting: A complex way to ruin a perfectly good mineral.

The Three Rock Types
I never metamorphic I didn't like.
Igneous is bliss.
Fossils are sedimentary, dear Watson.
“This is a hard, gritty case to crack,” said Watson to Sherlock Holmes. “The evidence is old and
quite muddy.” “Why, my dear Watson, it’s sedimentary!”
Sedimentary rocks are made out of sediments. I sed it, and I ment it!
One metamorphic rock says to another, “You wouldn’t believe the pressure I’ve been under!”
What did the metamorphic rock say to the igneous rock? “Don’t take me for granite because
I’m gneiss!”
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Field Trips & Mining
They say that rock collecting is picking up.
Did you hear the joke about the precious crystal pocket high up on the side of the quarry wall?
No!! Well, it was over your head, anyway.
I was wondering why the falling rock ledge was getting bigger and bigger. Then it hit me!
Did you hear about the rockhound who sat down on his chisel? You mean the one who got a
little behind in his collecting?
Why did the miner stop eating? Because he lost his apatite!
What do you get when you drop a piano down a mine shaft? A flat miner.
I was arrested for throwing dynamite down the mine shaft, but when they saw my gold
specimens, they dropped the charges.

Earthquakes & Volcanoes
Geologists have their faults.
What did the mommy volcano say to her baby? I lava you!

Fossils & Dinosaurs
Why did Archaeopteryx catch the worm? Because it was an early bird!
Did you hear about the extinct fossil bird they discovered in an 8-sided block of rock? You mean
the dodo-decahedron?
What was T. rex’s favorite number? Ate!
What did the duckbill dinosaur get when he hit his head? A dino-sore.
What do you get when you cross a drink with a dragon? A wine-o-saur.
Why did the T. rex cross the road? Because chickens hadn’t evolved yet.
What’s the proper way to offer a drink to a tyrannosaur? “Tea, Rex?”
What makes more noise than a dinosaur? Two dinosaurs!
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What do you call a dinosaur that never gives up? Try-try-try-ceratops.
Which dinosaur could jump higher than a house? All of them—a house can’t jump!
What should you do if you find a dinosaur in your bed? Find somewhere else to sleep!
Why are dinosaurs afraid of the ocean? Because there’s something fishy about it.
What did dinosaurs use to make their hot dogs? Jurassic pork.
What do you call dinosaurs that like hip-hop music? Raptors.
What do you call a dinosaur that’s a noisy sleeper? A bronto-snorus.
How do dinosaurs pass exams? With extinction!
Why are there only old dino bones in museums? Because they can’t afford new ones!

You Might be a Rockhound if….


…the Pyramids are starting to look small compared to your rock pile.



…the USGS calls to tell you they’ve discovered a gravitational anomaly centered on your
house and to ask if you might know the reason why.



…your kids know how many mine dumps there are on the way to Disneyland.



…the sign on the side of the road says “Falling Rock,” and you pull over to wait.



…you lick a dirty rock to show off the colors without stopping to realize you’re the only
Rockhound in the group.



…your son hits his hand with your rock hammer, your wife screams it’s broken, and you
reply it’s a fracture and exhibits good cleavage.



…when considering the purchase of a spectacular specimen at a mineral show, you
wonder if all three of your kids really need to attend college.



…and last, but not least, you are definitely a Rockhound if more people recognize you
from your rear end in the air as opposed to your face.
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APPENDIX 2:
GLOSSARY
andesite: a gray to black igneous rock with high silica content that erupts as thick, sticky lava
flows from stratovolcanoes, such as those in the Andes Mountains, which gave this rock its
name.
basalt: a dense, black igneous rock that extrudes onto the surface of the earth; basalt forms from
lava flows out of volcanoes and from mid-ocean ridges. Most ocean basins are made of basalt.
basement rock: the bottom-most layer of continental crust, composed of granite and underlying
the relatively thin veneer of sedimentary and other rocks.
cementation: the changing of sediment (like sand or gravel) into rock (like sandstone or
conglomerate) by the filling of pore spaces around individual sediment grains with chemical
precipitates of minerals in ground water that bind the sediment grains together.
cinder cone volcano: a volcano with a steep, conical hill of volcanic fragments that
accumulated around and downwind from a vent; these tend to be relatively small, as volcanoes
go, from tens to hundreds of meters tall; in California, examples may be found in the Cima
volcanic field of the Mojave National Preserve, in Owens Valley, and around Mono Lake.
clastic sedimentary rocks: rocks made from pieces of pre-existing rocks, minerals, or shells
that have been broken down into fragments (cobbles, pebbles, sand, and mud) by weathering
processes; these include conglomerate, breccia, coquina, sandstone, and shale.
compaction: the squeezing of sediment due to weight from overlying layers of other sediments
and rocks; this process decreases pore space in the sediments and reduces the thickness of the
layers; it also results in flattening of fossil remains within the compacted sediments.
conglomerate: a clastic sedimentary rock formed by the cementing of rounded cobbles and
pebbles that have been worn smooth during transport in streams, rivers or ocean shores.
consolidated: to be formed into a compact mass; when placed under pressure from overlying
rock and cemented by minerals in groundwater, loosely consolidated sand will form more firmly
consolidated sandstone.
crust: the hard, rocky uppermost layer of the earth
crystal: the solid form of an individual mineral with a regular internal structure (from atoms
arranged in an orderly pattern) that creates smooth, external faces and patterns.
crystallize: to cool and harden into a specific geometric shape determined by the underlying
chemical and atomic structure of a substance.
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erosion: the processes of wearing down the surface of the earth through gravity combined with
wind, rain, freezing, etc.
eruption: the generally violent flow of magma from beneath the earth to the surface in the form
of lava, ash, gases, etc., ejected from a fissure, vent, or volcano.
evaporite: a mineral deposit left behind when a lake or sea evaporates; examples include
gypsum and various rock salts such as halite or hanksite.
extrusive rock: igneous rocks that form by the cooling of magma on the surface of the earth.
feldspar: the most common mineral in the earth’s crust; one of several minerals in granite.
fossil: the remains or traces of past life (plant or animal) left in sedimentary rocks.
fossiliferous: containing fossils; sedimentary rocks such as shale, limestone, and sandstone
sometimes contain fossils, or the remains of past plant and animal life.
geologic column: the layered sequence of rocks that document the earth’s history.
geology: the science of the earth and its history as interpreted by rocks and the processes that
form them.
gneiss (pronounced “nice”): a metamorphic rock derived from various sources (e.g., granite,
shale, conglomerate, etc.) that were subjected to heat and pressure so intense the rock nearly
melted to a magma, resulting in minerals that drew together in distinct banding patterns.
granite: an igneous rock formed from molten magma that solidified deep underground; it often
contains large crystals of minerals such as quartz, feldspar, mica, hornblende, schorl, etc.
granular: grainy and bumpy; granular rocks are generally massive and non-foliated (i.e.,
uniform in composition and structure, they don’t tend to split into even layers).
groundwater: water that has percolated into porous stones and sediments within the earth; such
water is the source supply of wells and springs.
igneous rocks: rocks cooled and crystallized from hot, molten magma, either on the surface of
the earth or deep below ground. “Igneous” is derived from the Latin igneus, meaning “fire.”
intrusive rocks: igneous rocks formed by the cooling of magma that worked its way between
other rocks beneath the earth’s surface and later became revealed by erosion of overlying rock.
lava: a hot, molten magma that flows out of the earth from volcanoes and other vents and cools
on the surface, often as basalt or andesite.
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luster: the appearance of the surface of a mineral or rock in relation to how it reflects light, e.g.,
glassy (vitreous), resinous, waxy, dull, earthy, metallic, etc.
magma: hot, liquid rock beneath the surface of the earth that has not yet cooled to form solid
rock.
metamorphic rocks: pre-existing rocks that have been altered by extreme heat and/or pressure
to create a rock with a new form and mineral structure. “Metamorphic” is derived from the
Greek word metamorphōsis, which means “to change” or “to transform.”
mica: a common mineral found in igneous rocks like granite; it is shiny and splits evenly into
thin, transparent sheets.
mineral: a naturally occurring, inorganic (nonliving) substance with specific unique chemical
composition and crystal structure.
Mohs’ scale: a scale of 1 to 10 for measuring the hardness of a mineral, with very soft talc being
a 1 and hard diamond being a 10; the scale was developed in 1879 by German mineralogist
Friedrich Mohs.
molten: melted into a liquid by extreme heat.
paleontology: the science or study of fossils and past life on earth.
parent rock: the original rock from which a metamorphic rock was created before that original
rock was subjected to extreme heat and/or pressure and transformed.
pegmatite: a very coarse-grained igneous granite consisting of quartz, feldspar, and mica and
commonly also containing large gemstone crystals such as tourmaline, aquamarine, and kunzite;
pegmatites form as a magma that cools quickly after intruding as a dike or sill into other rock.
physical erosion: physical (or mechanical) erosion is caused by physical processes, such as the
mechanical actions of wind, rain, freezing and thawing, rivers, growing and expanding plant
roots, etc., combined with the downward pull of gravity.
plate tectonics: the geological theory that the crust of the earth is divided into a number of
plates that float and travel over the mantle; much of the earth’s seismic activity (earthquakes,
volcanic eruptions, mountain building) occurs at the boundaries of these plates, where plates
collide, slide past one another, or where one overrides another.
pluton: a magma chamber that did not erupt and cooled far beneath the earth’s surface, often
crystallizing into large deposits of granite.
pumice: an igneous rock formed during explosive eruptions from a frothy lava that cooled
quickly to a lightweight volcanic glass filled with bubbles; it’s so light, it can float on water.
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quartz: a common hard mineral with a clear, glassy appearance.
quartzite: a massive, medium-grained metamorphic rock with a sugary texture often derived
from sedimentary sandstone.
recrystallization: the formation of new mineral grains that are larger than the original grains
and often more firmly bound together (as when the calcium in limestone recrystallizes under heat
and pressure into marble, or quartz grains in sand recrystallize during metamorphism into
quartzite).
rhyolite: a light-colored igneous rock with a silica content greater than 68 percent; the name
comes from the Greek word for stream because of its beautiful flow bands.
rock: an aggregate or mixture of one or more different minerals.
rock cycle: the term used to describe how rocks can change by weathering, heat, pressure, and
other processes, thus moving in a cycle from igneous to sedimentary to metamorphic (for
instance, a rock that began as igneous granite may weather into quartz sandstone that
metamorphoses under heat and pressure into quartzite).
sand: rock material that has weathered to tiny grains smaller than gravel but larger than silt.
sandstone: a clastic sedimentary rock formed from the cementing of sand-sized grains, often
from minerals in groundwater, along with pressure.
schist: a “medium grade” (subjected to moderate heat and pressure) metamorphic rock that may
be derived from a number of different rocks (e.g., shale, sandstone, rhyolite, slate, etc.) and that
has noticeably sparkly mineral flakes, especially mica.
scoria: a bubbly lava rock ejected as cinders during explosive volcanic eruptions; the bubbles
result from escaping gases, and the hardened cinders are used as base for road beds and as
decorative gravel.
sediments: loose pieces of dirt, mud, sand, or gravel created by processes of weathering and
erosion and deposited into basins, such as valleys, lakes, or oceans.
sedimentary rocks: rocks formed by loose dirt, mud, sand, gravel, or shells that get buried and
harden due to pressure from overlying earth and rocks. Sedimentary rocks start by processes of
erosion, creating gravel, sand, or mud that settles to the bottom of a basin (ocean, lake, or river
valley) in layers. These layers eventually harden to become conglomerate, sandstone, or shale.
Also, sedimentary rocks include those that precipitate out of water, either through chemical
action or evaporation, such as limestone, gypsum, or halite. “Sedimentary” is derived from the
Latin word sedimentum that means “to settle or sink down.”
serpentine: a fairly soft metamorphic rock that may be waxy to the touch and has apple-green to
black, mottled coloring that can look like serpent scales; it is the official California state rock.
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shale: one of the most common sedimentary rocks, shale is composed of silt or clay that has
been compacted to form a solid rock.
shield volcano: these volcanoes are built by the eruption of fluid basalt lava that build up into
broad, gentle slopes around a vent; they can often grow to enormous size, the most famous being
those that have given us the Hawaiian Islands.
slate: a “low grade” metamorphic rock (meaning it was subjected to only low heat and pressure)
formed from sedimentary shale; it splits, or cleaves, in flat surfaces, and has been used as roofing
shingles and blackboards.
soil: soft material coating the surface of the earth that is produced by the weathering and
breakdown of rocks and by the action of plants and animals.
strata: layers of sedimentary rocks.
stratovolcano: a steep, conical volcano built by the eruption of viscous lava flows, ash, and
pyroclastic flows and usually constructed over a period of tens to hundreds of thousands of
years; examples include Mt. Shasta in California and Mount St. Helens.
subduction (part of the theory of plate tectonics): the pulling of one earth plate beneath another,
usually an oceanic plate being pulled beneath a continental plate at a “subduction zone” where
two plates meet; this process creates both metamorphic rocks and—as a plate is subducted ever
deeper and melts completely—volcanic activity; the volcanoes of the Cascade Range (such as
Mount St. Helens) are fueled by subduction occurring off the west coast of North America.
talc: this metamorphic mineral occurs in fibrous gray-green masses and is one of our softest
minerals; it has many industrial uses but is best known as the prime ingredient of talcum powder.
translucent: transmitting some light but in a milky sort of way that’s not transparent.
viscosity: the thickness or stickiness of a magma or lava when still molten; for instance, basaltic
lava that flows smoothly and quickly has lower viscosity and thus is runnier than andesite or
rhyolite; volcanoes containing lavas with very high viscosity (or resistance to flow) generally
have eruptions that are more explosive in nature.
volcano: a hill, mountain, or crater formed from magma pushing up and breaking through the
surface of the earth, where lava, ash, and rock fragments tend to build up around the opening,
which is called the vent.
weathering: the breakdown of rocks when exposed to the elements, such as waves, wind, rain,
ice, gravity, etc., along with biological forces such as growing roots.
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